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The classic bestselling training manual for the individual with limited time who wants to train an
operating retriever fast.  It covers everything from your day you get your puppy to the finished
pet, displaying you for you personally and your dog.It will show you not only what to expect of
your dog but what your pet can expect of you.Containing groundbreaking scientific details on
the mental advancement of your dog, Water Pet dog is a step-by-step training book with no
extraneous material.Filled with information about using the right commands and using the
Dummy-Launch, a training gadget co-developed by the writer, this how-to guide will make
teaching easy, fast, and fun—the complete training procedures step by step in picture
sequence.“”—Anyone who wants to try turning his pup right into a well-mannered retriever can do
well with Water Dog.The New York Times
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WATER DOG - The Bible of Retriever Training Richard Wolters understands how exactly to train a
retriever. He's now 3 years outdated and we are presenting a new female puppy next week that I
cannot wait to begin training as we did with Atlas. The key to the successes discovered by using
his book is his focus on "fun" training after 7 weeks and the enforcement of those lessons in
upcoming weeks. Best Hunting Dog training manual Tried and true! Obtaining a new puppy, can't
think about training it without Drinking water Dog. Richard Wolters makes it clear, if you are not
ready to spank, "stop reading the book". As my comments focus on the 1st weeks of teaching a
pup, I am convinced that Richard Wolters provides created the "Bible of Retriever Teaching"
because he realizes that those weeks after a dog is taken from the breeder at 49 days will be the
most critical. I quickly reprimand your dog and then follow-on with the lessons. If the problem
persists, I quit and start again afterwards. Richard Wolters understands that the desire will there
be, in the dog, to please its owner. It has resulted from the attention paid to the dog in weeks 8
through 12. But under no circumstances let the pup "win" by playing the part of a "sensitive pet
dog". I've found that it is critical to develop a stability between punishment and compliment. It
is where in fact the pet dog gets "started" and allows the dog to *learn how to learn*. Very easy
to follow. Reading two books is better than reading one Wolters is very precise on telling and
showing a great way to train a water dog. He is simply correct about starting working out as soon
as you bring the pup home and he shows the proper way to achieve success with the pup.
Starting working out at 7 weeks can be something that additional trainers discover hard to
overcome.Being I use my canines for both drinking water and upland We also read The Labrador
Shooting Pet, by Mike Gould. The exterior of the book met my expectations for the . Gould is
more exact with training approaches for the retrieve. However, Gould doesn't begin the formal
training until the dog's approximatley 6 months old. You will learn from both Wolters and Gould
how exactly to train a puppy beginning at 7 weeks old and the correct techniques for
schooling.If you want to learn to properly train a hunting pet then browse both Water Dog and
The Labrador Shooting Dog. Highly recommend Trained my pet in college using this book.. I
highly recommend. Reserve was as referred to. I owe my thanks to this book! The fundamentals
are good for training an obedient dog. Our golden Atlas we began training at 7 weeks aged and
he is the very best well behaved doggie I have ever endured! He also looks to me and my
gestures for everything. Moreover he realizes that retrievers quite definitely want to retrieve,
not be pampered close friends. Re freshing on this book with my hubby and I’m reminded how
wonderful and important it is! Please do on your own a favor and buy this reserve— everyone who
owns a pup should read this reserve, at the minimum the puppy stages and forming
training/working period for maximum potential. Such a great book! Looking towards using these
methods. Great psychology for teaching and understanding your dog.. The exterior of the book
met my expectations for the grade, however the backbone of the book was broken, 1 of the 6
'bundles' of pages was halfway torn out. home. My lab will actually hold birds in covey Quail
circumstance. It’s the very best if you’re wanting to train a retriever for any . Week by week
instruction can be i'm all over this for the development phases of your pet in this
publication..Another critical aspect of dog schooling is that time in a dog's life where they test
their owner. Great idea's regarding training excercises Great training exercises for the retriever
with the use of dummy's. It's the most comprehensive way to teach your dog . It's a quick read.
Distributed my Setters, don't need them..! Have used this book for a long time! Our dogs were
excellent retrievers! It’s the best if you’re attempting to teach a retriever for just about any
water retrieving. Must buy—3 years later have the very best dog! Making lessons fun and
practicing in repetition is everything and Richard Wolters known that fact.! Great Book This book



is just what I needed. The pet/mans best friend loves to learn and train, I do believe they feel
more involved and happy with the “pack” us humans with correct training.. This book will
probably be worth every penny. WATER DOG is a timeless reference on training a retriever. I
discover that Gould's training methods are alot better and make more sense than Wolters. glad I
came across it i've used this book several times , glad I found it again Five Stars Fast delivery.
That is my 2nd copy purchased. It is the most comprehensive method to train your pet for
hunting & So the total grade of the publication shouldn't been as rosy as painted by the
overview.. This isn’t to brag (just designed to show the standard of the publication), but my
friends frequently tell me that my dog is better trained than any pet dog they have ever owned.
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